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appeal and popularity, both in America and worldwide,
has onry grown in the years
1984 Lp compilation Legend.hassold. over eight
million copies in the
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The Rise of Salsa Muslc
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influence on mainstream

popular music appeared to wane fudqB
I f: early
Y::can
Ltjre
1970s, as rock music consolidated

rnd

its dominance in the popular musicnrrp
ketplace. In the aftermath of the bugolrtmoyement,
which had mixed ratin styles ffi
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African American R&B and jazz-and despite a few
successfirl attempts at mddin
the mambo with guitar-based rock music (e.g., Santana,s
"Oye Como Va"; see C@

Irh
lh''t

ll)-most

Latin musicians in New York city returned to the irpico
(traditional) sourd 6.
Cuban dance music, rooted in the son montuno form.
In his-pioneering book The Lotin Tinge,
lohn Storm Roberts quotes Louie Ramiq,
a successfirl dance band arranger, who speaks about
the Htin music scene in Newyril

in the early

1970s:
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If it's not

ttpico, [they say] ifs no good. Ifs a thing like, "lefs
progress, but ar
the same time lefs keep it tipico!" But tipico music is
two chords. It,s sour, b't
musically ifs primitive! Aretha FranHin s drummer
told me, ..you know, in the
fifties and sixties you guys were doing some heavy thiugs.
Now you,re kind oflihe
calypso [tourist] bands!" (Roberts t99g, p. L87l
Perhaps in response to the musical conseruatisritrrat
Ramirez bemoaned, by the mdl[.
1970s a rhythmically charged, harmonically
advanced style of music was coming iffi rfur
own in the dance dubs of New york. The genre was
being caned sorso, or "[hot] saue"-,u
verbal metaphor for the intensity, passion, and rhythmic
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flow ofwel-played dance rnr'rit,

that had long been in circulation among Latin American
musicians . tftr,,i^rr," "swiuffir
and "rock 'n' ro17," salsa was at once an aesthetic sensibility,
a genre dassification, arfn
marketing label. one of salsa's most widely cited origin
myths credits the introductimd
the term to lzzy Sanabria, publisher of Lotin New york
magazine,who played a,, irr$ur
tant role in promoting the music during the 1970s.
Another important factor in the emergence of salsa
music was the rise of indepur
dent Iatin'oriented record companies. The most successfirl
of these was Fania

Reame

founded in 1964 by the Dominican Republic-born
bandreader fohnny pacheco and n
IJalian-American lawyer named
|erry Masucci. In the early 1970s Masucci, a c+"offi
though famously tough businessman, began promoting
a group caled the Fania Aru
stars, which induded pacheco, master conga player
Ray Barretto (see chapter 9), d
bonist and arranger winie col6n, and sinler-songwriter
Rub6n

guest appearances

ilH
by established stars like the bandleader and timbalist
Tito p,r"#ffi
nr"a"r,iltr,

the cuban-born singer celia cruz. Masucci booked
the superstar group into a serierd
increasingly capacious venues; they presente d, a 1973
concert for 44,000fans at ymhc
stadium, followed the ne*t year by a concert in the central
African counFy of Zaire
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ceding the notorious "Rumble in the fungle" heavyweight title fight between Muharnmad
Ali and George Foreman, andin1976by a return appearance in yankee stadium. (Docu-
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mentary footage of these performances is induded in the films Our Latin Thing
[Nutstro
Cosa], released in1972, and Solso, released by Columbia :rrr1976.l
In musical terms, salsa music was an extension of the experimenal blend of Latin
ballroom dance music, Afro-cuban rumba drumming, and modern jazzforgedbyMano
Bauza, Machito, and.Dizzy Gillespie back in the 194os (see chapter 6). As Bauza himself suggested, "what they call solso is nothing new when cuban music was really in
demand the kids didn't go for it. Now they callit solso and they think it belongs to them.
Ifs good as a gimmiclc' (Roberts 1998, p. 188). while Bauza's emphasis on musical continuities (and the commercial function of musical genres) makes sense, salsa can also
be viewed as a product ofthe stylistic and ideological tension between tdpico roots and.
modernist experimentalism, Iatino community identity and urban cosmopolitanism.
The two most influential figures of early salsa were Eifrie Palmieri (1936- and,Willie
)
C'ol6n (1950-), both bom to Puerto Rican immigrant parents in New York City. Palmieris
musical development was influenced by his older brother, the pianist and bandleader
chaflie Palmieri (1927-881, who began playing with Tito puentds mambo band in the
late 1940s, and had a key role in the latin music of the 1960s. Eddie's approach to the
piano was strongly shaped by modern jazzofthe 1950s and 1950s, and his breakthrough
albums Sentido (19731 and, Sww of Latin Musir (1974) juxtaposed his deep knowledge ofthe
'stylistic history of tatin
rnusic with various experimental moves, including solo piano
preludes influenced by the style of Miles Davis's pianist Mccoy Tynea and the incorporation of tape'based sound effects. Working with musically sophisticated arrangers, Eddid
Pdmieris band pushed the compositional and harmonic limits of Latin dance music,
while always maintaining a connection tothetipico style. As Palmieri himselfput it:
I can use the same phrasing as the old groups use, and I could extend it, and build
master structures around it-make it with such high-tension chords that everybody would blow their minds-but the phrasing would not disrupt the rhythmic
pattems. Rhythm is your foundation. (Roberts 1993, p. 1S9)

willie col6n, fourteen years Palmieris junior, grew up during the bugahi era, and
was less directly influenced by the Cuban tipico style. His distinctive approach to salsa
music added touches of west African, Panamanian, colombian, and Brazilian music as
well as Puerto Rican styles such as jiboro ('tountry") songs accompanied with Ihe cuotro
(a small ten-stringed guita4, and the pleno, an African-influenced narrative song genre

rrcci, a caPable
,fte Fania Alt

with percussion accompaniment. Like Eddie Palmieri, Col6n gave the trombone a lead
role in the horn section ofhis band. His first album, El Molo (The Bad Dude), released by

nprter 9), trom-

Fania in 1967, helped to create an image of col6n as a tough, streetwise gay_animpression reinforced by his band s restlessly energetic, gritty sound, an alternative to the more
polite flute-and-violins texture ofthe then still-popular chorongo (see the discussion of "El
Watusi" in Chapter 9). The popularity of Col6n s band was reinforced by a series of excel-
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lent lead singers, including Hecbr Inwe (l9K-93), who became an icon of Nuyorican
(New York Puerto Rican) immigrant identity during the 1970s, arfi, Rub6n Btaitas (lg48_l,
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Rub6n Blades (left) and Willie Col6n. Michael Ochs Archives/Getty lmages.

the son of a middle-class family in Panama (his father Cuban, his mother Co
who had attended Harvard Law School.
Blades got his start in the music trade as a stock boy at Fania Records and soon r@ffi
q6me one ofthe label's biggest stars. A gifted singer-songwriter, film actor, and politiml
Blades is best-known for a series ofstory-songs that capture the feel oflife in the nei
borrio, poprAated with memorable draracters. His composition "Pedro Navaja" pnedmo
Knifel, induded o4 the album Siembrq (released by Fania Records n9m,1sys1 53i5 mr$l
on the pop music charts in the United States, but it is the most popular song to have
of the salsa movement of the 1970s, in large part because it drew upon the experience d,
lions ofpeople living in wban neighborhoods throughout Latin America.
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"Psycho Killer": 1970s Punk and New Wave
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1970s the first "altemative" movements emerged within rock music. While
rock had begun as a vitd part of the 1960s counterculture, by 1975 it had come perilously dosfi odipying the center of popular taste, a development that left some young

orusicians feeling that its rebellious, innovative potential had been squandered by pampered, pretentious rock stars and the major record companies that promoted them. The
golden age of punk rock a "back to basics' rebellion against the perceived artifice and pre-

tension of corporate rock music lasted from around 1975 to 1978, but both the musical
genre and the sensibility with which it was associated continue to exert a strong influence
today on alternative rock musicians. Nap wave music, which developed alongside punk
rock, approached the critique of corporate rock in more self,consciously artistic and experimental terms. (The term "new wavd' was soon picked up by record companies themselves,
v;ho began using it in the late 1970s to refer to pop-influenced performers such as Blondie).
.{lthough the initial energy of the punk and new wave scene was largely expended by the
sart of the 1980s, young musicians inspired by the raw energy and minimalism of this
movement went on to create distinctive regional music scenes in Los Angeles; Minneapolis; Seattle; Athens, Georgia; and elsewhere.
Punk was as much a cultural style-an attitude defined by a rebellion against auttrority and a deliberate rejection of middle-class values-as it was a musical genre. The
contrarian impulse of punk culture is evoked (and parodied) in the song "I'm against It,"
recorded by the Ramones in 1978.
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